PRODUCT INSIGHT

THE STUDIO

DIGITAL LEARNING THAT LEARNERS LOVE

We use digital design to solve problems, tell stories,
create new experiences and change behaviours.
We’ll make your content come alive and broaden your
digital horizons. Your project is our challenge. We’ll bring
all our expertise to the table to help you see new solutions.
Let great, award-winning design change your thinking.

HOW WE WORK WITH YOU

DESIGNED FOR YOU

• Consultative approach

We build digital from scratch. We use the right tool for the

• Huge and versatile range

job – and that’s not always, necessarily, our own tool. We

of solutions
• Innovation through design thinking

craft, analyse, create and refine ideas that we then realise
using a vast array of specialist digital skills.
You know your content, we know design and build. Each
project teaches us something new about you, about
digital design and about how to connect deeply with your
audience.
Whether it’s a mobile app, an immersive web experience,
an interactive video, a drama or augmented reality training,
we strive to be a catalyst for positive change.

‘Compelling, engaging and intuitive – when
you don’t realise you’re learning, that’s the
best learning!’

HUGE AND VERSATILE RANGE OF SOLUTIONS
Our versatile portfolio spans everything from elearning and blended learning
courses, to mobile learning, simulations, games, digital communications, video,
assessment tools, and more.
GAMES
Yes it’s work, but that doesn’t mean you should discount the power of play to
make learning stick.
We build micro games, board games, collaborative games, augmented reality
games. We use them for all types of learning, including compliance.
VIDEO
Immerse your learners in real-life situations. Help them develop empathy. Let
them make timely decisions and see the impact of their actions.
We make great explainers and information videos, but we’re also great at making
drama-based videos with filmic values that tell a story. Stories that make you cry.
Stories that make you laugh. Stories that make people think differently.
PORTALS & MICROSITES
You’re a creator at heart. That’s why we developed our self-build microsite
maker – a beautiful balance of simplicity and advanced front-end web
development – specifically for workplace learning and communications.
COMMUNICATION DESIGN
Creating a real change in attitudes and awareness through a communications
campaign requires a strong mix of skills.
We’re here to help, with the full skillset you need and deep understanding of the
discipline. Video teasers, posters, job aids, fortune cookie messages, memes, wellplaced emoticons or the underrated medium of dance. Nothing’s off the table...

OUR METHOD
When all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail. But we’ll address your learning challenges
with a large and varied toolkit – and an open mind. Our versatile portfolio spans everything from elearning
and blended learning courses, to mobile learning, simulations, games, digital communications, video,
assessment tools, and more.

GET IN TOUCH
Contact learning@lumesse.com to find out more, or visit:
www.lumesselearning.com/the-studio/

We are Lumesse Learning. Putting people at the heart of all we do, we help organisations modernise and digitally transform their
learning strategy and solutions. We believe in putting your people and their future first. We make lives better.
Lumesse Learning is the learning division of Lumesse, the global talent management solutions company that helps organisations
unlock and inspire their human potential. For more information please visit: www.lumesselearning.com
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